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matrix j-link pro works out-of-the-box and can be configured as a wi-fi bridge or router with dhcp per
default. the protocol supports ethernet bridging, makes lan connections and setups easy, as does

the internal webserver. the usb ports on the front allow the use of usb-c. usb-c adaptor with the fully
integrated universal usb-c adaptor an overall total of four usb 3.0 ports are available on the back

panel of the matrix j-link pro. these provide 5 gbps transfers at up to 160w of power and 280w at up
to 60v. a port for charging and power supply is available. one usb-c port can be used as a charging
port, the next can be used as a usb power delivery port for delivering up to 160w to your devices.

the third usb-c port can be used as a usb hub if you so desire. the built-in ethernet port is compatible
with 802.11a/b/g/n and supports all common configurations such as wpa/wpa2, wps, wireless

network management, dhcp/static ip addresses. the product also provides as clients dhcp services
out-of-the-box, making configuration and setup simple. the matrix j-link pro also has a built-in ir

receiver, which allows the user to control the matrix using windows 10 and/or third party apps like
the leawoo on the app store. the j-link app is universal, offers interactive user interface, provides

control over all types of media and allows for adding virtual source controls. the j-link pro also
includes four full-size stereo audio inputs and two stereo line outs, to allow you to connect to any

mixer or audio device. these both also support the analog matrix function which allows you to route
the inputs and outputs of your audio devices such as a microphone or line-out from a digital audio

recorder to your speakers. the matrix j-link pro also has a standard headphone output for connection
to smartphones and tablets.
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i/o expansion the matrix
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and avb networking
standards for a wide

variety of applications.
built-in expansion

connectors (gen 1 and
gen 2) are provided in
the back of the unit for

easy installation of
additional sources. the
matrix switch also has
built-in intel gbe. the

optional i/o expansion kit
allows the matrix switch

to expand through
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expansion headers for a
full set of video signals
and lans. matrix switch
compatibility the matrix

switch series offers multi-
channel capability and

compatibility across
various av output

formats. the full version
of the matrix switch

supports 1st generation
av outputs for hd-sdi,

component and
composite video, as well
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as 5th generation
1080p60, 4k and 3d
video formats. 2nd

generation hd outputs for
both hd-sdi and

composite video are also
supported along with

legacy dv connections.
matrix switch advanced
capabilities the matrix

switch's advanced
capabilities support a

wide variety of input and
output formats, including
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super slim hdmi, hd-sdi,
hd/sd composite video,

component video, and sdi
signals. it also supports

both pci and avb
networking standards,
providing a full suite of

networking support.
power over ethernet
(poe) capability the

matrix switch is equipped
with poe technology for

remote access and
control. the matrix switch
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allows network ready
control of devices with
low power consumption

that are beyond the
reach of wiring to a

power source. with the
extron linkboard 3216
you are able to expand
the connectivity of your
system to an unlimited
number of devices on
ethernet with: power
over ethernet, ip over
ethernet, and network
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video all using an active
ethernet connection. fast
internet connections are
supported up to 100m,
and each connection
supports the ip over

ethernet standard for
vastly increased network

flexibility. 5ec8ef588b
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